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Abstract: Owing to the vibrations and thermal shocks that arise during the launch and orbit
penetration process, the on-orbit installation parameters of multiple star sensors are different from the
on-ground measured parameters, causing inconsistencies in the attitude determinations from different
combination modes and seriously affecting the geometric accuracy of high-resolution optical remote
sensing images. This study presents an on-orbit calibration approach for the installation parameters
of a multiple star sensors system using ground control points (GCPs). Based on the on-ground
installation parameters of the optical axes of conventional star sensors, a fiducial coordinate system is
proposed as the calibration coordinate system. The installation parameters of the conventional star
sensors are calibrated using the statistical characteristics of angles between axes of the star sensor
and three fiducial vectors in the J2000 celestial coordinate system. Based on the GCPs, the relative
fiducial parameters are calculated, and the installation parameter of unconventional star sensor is
then calibrated with the relative fiducial parameters and statistical characteristics of angles. It can
be used for high-resolution optical remote sensing satellite measuring with only two star sensors
to unify the fiducial coordinate system. The proposed method is tested using simulated data and
on-orbit measurement data. The results demonstrate that the proposed method can calibrate the
optical axis of the star sensor without the restriction of the accuracy of horizontal axis. Moreover, the
star sensor with a large installation angle error can be calibrated well using the proposed approach.
The results of attitude determinations from different star sensor combination modes are consistent,
and the geometric accuracy of the remote sensing images is significantly improved.

Keywords: multiple star sensors system; on-orbit calibration; installation parameter; high-resolution
optical remote sensing satellite; ground control points (GCPs)

1. Introduction

The geometric accuracy of high-resolution optical remote sensing satellites without ground control
points (GCPs) is influenced by factors such as the orbit determination error, attitude determination
error, time measurement error, calibration error of the optical camera, and observation conditions [1–3].
The attitude determination measures the orientation of the satellite in the J2000 (Julian year 2000)
celestial coordinate system and can be expressed by a transformation matrix [4]. When the orbit
altitude is 500 km, an attitude measurement error of 1” can introduce a geometric error of 2.4 m.
Thus, the attitude measurement error becomes a key factor influencing the geometric accuracy of
high-resolution optical remote sensing satellites without GCPs [5].

Currently, to improve the geometric accuracy, a high-resolution optical remote sensing satellite is
usually equipped with star sensors as the attitude determination system (ADS), owing to its advantages
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in anti-jamming, resistance to drift with time, and higher measurement accuracy [6–8]. The star sensor
utilizes a light detector to gather lines of sight from two or more stars in space and calculates the
transformation matrix from the ADS coordinate system to the J2000 celestial coordinate system [9].
Then, based on the installation parameters of the star sensor in the satellite body coordinate system,
the orientation of the satellite body in the J2000 celestial coordinate system can be obtained, as shown
in Figure 1. Generally, three star sensors are used to ensure the accuracy of the attitude determination.
As influenced by the view angle of the optical satellite during imaging, some star sensors may be
exposed to the sun, or the number and distribution of stars may be insufficient for a high-accuracy
attitude determination. There are usually two star sensors working simultaneously, forming a variety
of star sensor combination modes for precise attitude determination. These star sensors, which belong
to a common combination mode, are denoted as conventional star sensors, i.e., star sensor B and star
sensor C. The alternate star sensor is considered as the unconventional star sensor, and is denoted as
star sensor A. The combined mode with star sensor B and star sensor C is considered as a conventional
combined mode, whereas the combined modes with star sensor A and star sensor B or star sensor A
and star sensor C are regarded as unconventional combined modes.

Figure 1. Satellite attitude determination by the star sensor in the J2000 celestial coordinate system.

When the installation parameters of the star sensor in the satellite body coordinate system are
measured exactly, the virtual body coordinate systems determined by the installation parameters of
the different star sensor combination modes are consistent, and the orientation of the satellite body
in the J2000 celestial coordinate system can be calculated correctly. However, owing to vibrations
and thermal shocks that arise during launch and orbit penetration process, there is a gap between
the on-orbit actual installation parameters and the on-ground measured parameters [10]. Therefore,
the virtual body coordinate systems determined by the different star sensor combination modes are
inconsistent, causing systematic errors in the precise attitude determinations of different combination
modes [11]. The on-orbit installation errors in star sensors seriously affect the geometric accuracy of
the high-resolution optical remote sensing images, as the errors can reach hundreds of meters.

On-orbit calibration of the installation parameters in a multiple star sensors system is
an effective approach for eliminating the inconsistency in different star sensor combination modes.
Many researchers have focused on installation parameter calibration using a Kalman filter. Pittelkau
proposed a calibration approach for an absolute installation parameter of a star sensor using
an alignment Kalman filter (AKF). A U–D factorization was adopted to make the calibration method
robust and flexible. The simulation results demonstrated the effects of miscalibration on a typical
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six-state on-orbit attitude estimation filter, and the performance of the AKF in estimating the star
sensor installation parameters and gyro calibration parameters [12]. Pittelkau then examined absolute
and relative installation calibrations of a star sensor. The gyro was adopted as a body reference frame
to calibrate the installation error of the star sensor using the AKF. The simulation results illustrated that
the relative installation of the star sensor converged without ambiguity [13]. Cao et al. selected a one
star-sensor as a fiducial star-sensor [14]. The relative installation parameter of the other star sensor
was expanded into an extended Kalman filter (EKF) to improve the precision of the attitude in real
time. Moreover, some researchers have calibrated installation parameters using a neural network. To
improve the calibration accuracy under large installation angle errors, Zhang et al. presented a novel
calibration approach using a regularized backpropagation neural network and achieved calibration
without formula derivation and numerical calculation under both small and large installation angle
errors [15]. In the related area of inertial navigation systems (INSs), the calibration of the installation
parameters of star sensors has also received significant attention [16,17]. Zhang et al. presented
a star sensor installation error calibration approach on a swaying base for an INS using an AKF. A
measurement equation was established using measurement data of an accelerometer, gravity, and a star
sensor in the inertial frame, and a state equation was formed with the navigation error model [18]. Ning
et al. proposed a fast calibration approach for star sensor installation errors based on an observability
analysis for a tightly coupled and integrated strap down inertial navigation system/celestial navigation
system [19]. However, for large installation errors, the initial value settings of installation parameters
seriously influence the calibration accuracy for the AKF or EKF. Moreover, these calibration approaches
require a gyro with high measurement accuracy and continuous measurement data over a long period
of time to ensure the reliability of the calibration, which is inapplicable to some optical remote sensing
satellite that only retains the measurement data during the imaging time.

For some high-resolution optical remote sensing satellites, to prolong the service life of the star
sensors, there are only two star sensors with better measurement conditions working simultaneously,
and these sensors download the measurement data to the ground for a precise attitude determination
within the imaging time. Owing to the lack of measurement data from all three star sensors
simultaneously, it is difficult to transform the unconventional combined modes to the conventional
combined mode, or to calibrate the installation parameters of the unconventional star sensor in the
unified satellite body coordinate system.

To address the installation calibration of a multiple star sensors system for high-resolution optical
remote sensing satellite working with only two star sensors simultaneously, this study presents
an on-orbit calibration method for the installation parameters of a multiple star sensors system using
GCPs. Using the statistical characteristics of the angle between the axis of the star sensor and three
fiducial vectors in the J2000 celestial coordinate system, the installation parameters of the conventional
star sensors are calibrated in the fiducial coordinate system established by the on-ground installation
parameters of the optical axes of the conventional star sensors. By analyzing the relationship between
the conventional combined mode and unconventional combined mode, a relative fiducial matrix is
proposed to achieve a transformation from the virtual body coordinate system to the fiducial coordinate
system and is calculated using the GCPs. The installation parameters of the unconventional star sensor
are calibrated from the relative fiducial matrix and the statistical characteristics of the angle with the
fiducial vector. The proposed method is tested with simulated data and on-orbit measurement data.
The results of the attitude determinations by different star sensor combination modes are consistent,
and the geometric accuracy of the remote sensing images is evidently improved. The proposed method
can calibrate the installation parameter of the optical axis based on the measurement accuracy of the
optical axis, without the influence of the horizontal axis. Meanwhile, the proposed method performs
well with a large installation angle error.

The rest of the correspondence is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed method
for on-orbit installation parameter calibration in a multiple star sensors system. Sections 3 and 4
provide the experimental results and discussion, respectively. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
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2. Methodology

The proposed method for the on-orbit calibration of the installation parameters of a multiple
star sensors system based on GCPs is divided into three parts: the installation parameters’ calibration
of the conventional star sensor, relative fiducial parameters’ calibration, and installation parameters’
calibration of the unconventional star sensor, as shown in Figure 2. Star sensors B and C are regarded
as the conventional star sensors. Star sensor A is considered the unconventional star sensor. Based
on the on-ground installation parameters of the optical axes of star sensors B and C, the fiducial
coordinate system is proposed as the calibration coordinate system. The installation parameters of the
conventional star sensors are calibrated using the statistical characteristics of the angle between the axis
of the star sensor and the three fiducial vectors in the J2000 celestial coordinate system. By analyzing
the relationship between the conventional combined mode and unconventional combined mode,
a relative fiducial model is proposed to achieve a transformation from the virtual body coordinate
system decided by the unconventional combined mode to the fiducial coordinate system. Using GCPs,
the relative fiducial parameters are calculated, and the installation parameter for the optical axis of star
sensor A is calibrated. Based on the calibration result for the optical axis, the installation parameters of
star sensor A are calibrated, based on the statistical characteristics of the angle in the unified fiducial
coordinate system.

Figure 2. Flowchart of the proposed method for on-orbit calibration of installation parameters of the
multiple star sensors system. Digital orthophoto maps (DOM) and digital surface model (DSM).

2.1. Installation Parameters Calibration of Conventional Star Sensors

2.1.1. Fiducial Coordinate System

On the ground, the satellite body coordinate system is seen as the fiducial coordinate system
for installation parameter measurements of a star sensor. The origin of the body coordinate system
is located at the centre of the satellite. The x-axis points to the flight direction of satellite, and the
z-axis points to the observation direction with the ground. The direction of the y-axis is defined by
the right-hand rule. For the star sensor coordinate system, the origin is located at the center of the
imaging plane of the light detector. The z-axis (optical axis) is coincident with the optical axis of the star
sensor, and the x-axis and y-axis (horizontal axis) are located on the imaging plane. Using on-ground
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measurement, the installation parameters of the optical axes of the star sensors A, B, and C in the body
coordinate system can be obtained, as shown by the dashed arrows in Figure 3a. However, owing to
the influences of emission vibrations, stress releases of the structure on-orbit, and the space thermal
environment, the optical axis installations can be changed, as shown by the solid arrows in Figure 3a.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3. The diagram of installation error of star sensor and the virtual body coordinate system.
(a) on-orbit installation error of star sensor, (b) the virtual body coordinate system formed by the
on-ground installation parameter of star sensors B and C, (c) the virtual body coordinate system formed
by the on-ground installation parameter of star sensors A and B and (d) the virtual body coordinate
system formed by the on-ground installation parameter of star sensors A and C.

Generally, the optical axis of star sensor B is non-parallel with the optical axis of star sensor
C. Based on the unit vector of an optical axis in body coordinate system, three orthogonal vectors
( f1, f2, f3) can be calculated in the body coordinate system, using the following equation:

f1 = zB
body, f2 =

zB
body × zC

body

|zB
body × zC

body|
, f3 = f1 × f2, (1)

where zB
body and zC

body are the installation parameters of the optical axes of star sensor B and star sensor
C in the body coordinate system, respectively. Based on ( f1, f2, f3), the position of the satellite body
coordinate system can be uniquely determined. When the optical axis vectors of the star sensors
are accurate, the positions of the satellite body coordinate system, as determined using the different
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orthogonal vectors from the different star sensor combination modes, are consistent. If there is
an installation error in the optical axis of the star sensors, it will cause the positions of the satellite body
coordinate system as determined by the different star sensor combination modes to be inconsistent
and will form different virtual body coordinate systems. As shown in Figure 3b, the virtual body
coordinate system formed by star sensor B and star sensor C is expressed by the red coordinate system
OBC − XBCYBCZBC. The virtual body coordinate system formed by star sensors A and B is shown in
Figure 3c. The virtual body coordinate system formed by star sensors A and C is shown in Figure 3d.
Owing to the on-orbit installation error, different attitude transform matrices express the orientation of
the corresponding virtual body coordinates for different star sensor combination modes in the J2000
coordinate system, decreasing the accuracy in geometric positioning.

Before installation parameter calibration, a new fiducial coordinate system is proposed to replace
the original satellite body coordinate system as the calibration coordinate system. For the satellite
only working with two star sensors simultaneously, the virtual body coordinate system is defined by
the orthogonal vectors constructed by the optical axes of the conventional star sensors. Therefore, in
this study, the fiducial coordinate system for installation parameter calibration is OBC − XBCYBCZBC.
The orthogonal vectors ( f1, f2, f3) are named as the fiducial vectors.

2.1.2. Conventional Star Sensor Calibration

According to the definition of the fiducial coordinate system, the on-ground installation parameter
of the optical axis of the star sensor B is correct in the fiducial coordinate system. For conventional star
sensor calibration, the installation parameters of the horizontal axes of star sensor B and the three axes
of star sensor C need to be calibrated.

The measurement data of star sensor B and sensor C in the J2000 coordinate system can be
expressed as the following equation:

RB = [xB
J2000, yB

J2000, zB
J2000] (2)

RC = [xC
J2000, yC

J2000, zC
J2000] (3)

In the above, xB
J2000, yB

J2000, zB
J2000 are the unit vectors of the x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis of star sensor B in

the J2000 coordinate system, respectively. xC
J2000, yC

J2000, zC
J2000 are the unit vectors of the x-axis, y-axis,

and z-axis of star sensor C in the J2000 coordinate system, respectively.
Based on the unit vector of the optical axis, the fiducial vectors in J2000 coordinate system

(F1, F2, F3) can be calculated using the following equation:

F1 = zB
J2000, F2 =

zB
J2000 × zC

J2000

|zB
J2000 × zC

J2000|
, F3 = F1 × F2. (4)

As shown in Figure 4, the angle between the optical axis of star sensor C and the fiducial vectors
in the J2000 coordinate system can be expressed as in the following equation:

cos(α) = zC
J2000 · F1

cos(β) = zC
J2000 · F2

cos(γ) = zC
J2000 · F3

(5)

Here, α, β, γ are the values of the angles between the optical axis of star sensor C and the fiducial
vectors F1, F2, F3 in the J2000 coordinate system, respectively.
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Figure 4. Conventional star sensor calibration.

In the fiducial coordinate system, the angle between the optical axis of the star sensor C and the
fiducial vectors can be expressed by the following equation:

cos(α) = zC
f · f1

cos(β) = zC
f · f2

cos(γ) = zC
f · f3

(6)

In this equation, zC
f is the installation parameter of the optical axes of star sensor C in the fiducial

coordinate system.
As the angles are equal, they can also be expressed by the following equation:

zC
J2000 · F1 = zC

f · f1

zC
J2000 · F2 = zC

f · f2

zC
J2000 · F3 = zC

f · f3

(7)

Let:
m = [ f1, f2, f3]

T (8)

n = [zC
J2000 · F1, zC

J2000 · F2, zC
J2000 · F3]

T (9)

The foregoing can be expressed as the following equation:

n = m× zC
f (10)
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When the number of measurement data of star sensor B and C is k, the optimal estimation of the
angles is the expectation as the following equation:

N =


mean(zC(1)

J2000 · F
(1)
1 , zC(2)

J2000 · F
(2)
1 , ..., zC(k)

J2000 · F
(k)
1 )

mean(zC(1)
J2000 · F

(1)
2 , zC(2)

J2000 · F
(2)
2 , ..., zC(k)

J2000 · F
(k)
2 )

mean(zC(1)
J2000 · F

(1)
3 , zC(2)

J2000 · F
(2)
3 , ..., zC(k)

J2000 · F
(k)
3 )

 (11)

The installation parameters of the optical axis of the star sensor C by on-orbit calibration can be
obtained as:

zC
f = mT × N (12)

Similarly, the installation parameters of the horizontal axes of star sensors B and C can be
well-calibrated in the fiducial coordinate system.

2.2. Relative Fiducial Parameter Calibration

2.2.1. Relative Fiducial Parameters

In this study, owing to installation errors of star sensor A, there is a systematic angle deviation
between the virtual body coordinate system formed by star sensors A and B or star sensors A and
C and the fiducial coordinate system. This error is defined as the relative fiducial error. The relative
fiducial parameters are used to express the relative fiducial error in the form of Euler angles, as in the
following equation:

R f
ADS_AB(pitchAB, rollAB, yawAB) (13)

R f
ADS_AC(pitchAC, rollAC, yawAC) (14)

Here, pitchAB, rollAB, yawAB are the relative fiducial parameters from the virtual body coordinate
system formed by star sensors A and B and the fiducial coordinate system. pitchAC, rollAC, yawAC are
the relative fiducial parameters from the virtual body coordinate system formed by star sensors A and
C and the fiducial coordinate system.

2.2.2. Calibration for Relative Fiducial Parameters

As there are only two star sensors working simultaneously, it is necessary to use an optical
remote sensing image and the GCPs to calibrate the relative fiducial parameters. By imaging using
the conventional combination mode, the geometric positioning model of an optical remote sensing
satellite is shown as follows [20–23]: X

Y
Z

 =
1
λ

RWGS84
J2000 (t)RJ2000

f (t)R f
cam

 x
y
f

+

 Xgps(t)
Ygps(t)
Zgps(t)

 (15)

In the above,[x, y, f ]T are the image coordinates, [X, Y, Z]T are the object coordinates, and
[Xgps(t), Ygps(t), Zgps(t)]

T represent the satellite position in the world geodetic system 1984 (WGS84).

In that regard, RWGS84
J2000 (t), RJ2000

f (t), R f
cam are the transformation matrices for the J2000 conventional

inertial system to the WGS84 system, the fiducial coordinate system to the J2000 coordinate system,
and the camera coordinate system to the fiducial coordinate system, respectively. λ is a scale parameter.

When the satellite observes using an unconventional combination mode (e.g., star sensors A and
B), the attitude of the satellite is determined by the installation parameters of the optical axes using the
TRIAD algorithm [24–26]. To ensure the consistency of the geometric accuracy of remote sensing image
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in the conventional combined mode, the relative fiducial parameters are adopted into the geometric
positioning model, as shown in the following equation: X

Y
Z

 =
1
λ

RWGS84
J2000 (t)RJ2000

ADS_AB(t)RADS_AB
f R f

cam

 x
y
f

+

 Xgps(t)
Ygps(t)
Zgps(t)

 (16)

Then, the calibration model of the relative fiducial parameters can be expressed as in the
following equation: x

y
z

 = λRcam
f R f

ADS_AB

RADS_AB
J2000 (t)RJ2000

WGS84(t)

 X− Xgps(t)
Y−Ygps(t)
Z− Zgps(t)


 (17)

Let:  Ux

Uy

Uz

 = RADS_AB
J2000 (t)RJ2000

WGS84(t)

 X− Xgps(t)
Y−Ygps(t)
Z− Zgps(t)

 (18)

Rcam
f =

 a1, b1, c1

a2, b2, c2

a3, b3, c3

 (19)

R f
ADS_AB(pitchAB, rollAB, yawAB) =

 α1, β1, γ1

α2, β2, γ2

α3, β3, γ3

 (20)

The calibration model for the relative fiducial parameters can also be expressed as in the
following equation:

F(Xrel) =
a1(α1Ux + β1Uy + γ1Uz) + b1(α2Ux + β2Uy + γ2Uz) + c1(α3Ux + β3Uy + γ3Uz)

a3(α1Ux + β1Uy + γ1Uz) + b3(α2Ux + β2Uy + γ2Uz) + c3(α3Ux + β3Uy + γ3Uz)
− x

f
(21)

G(Xrel) =
a2(α1Ux + β1Uy + γ1Uz) + b2(α2Ux + β2Uy + γ2Uz) + c2(α3Ux + β3Uy + γ3Uz)

a3(α1Ux + β1Uy + γ1Uz) + b3(α2Ux + β2Uy + γ2Uz) + c3(α3Ux + β3Uy + γ3Uz)
− y

f
(22)

With the linearization, the error equation can be established as follows:

Vi = AiX− Li, Pi (23)

Ai =

[
∂Fi

∂Xrel
∂Gi

∂Xrel

]
=

[
∂Fi

∂pitchAB

∂Fi
∂rollAB

∂Gi
∂yawAB

∂Gi
∂pitchAB

∂Gi
∂rollAB

∂Gi
∂yawAB

]
(24)

X = dXrel =

 dpitchAB
drollAB
dyawAB

 (25)

Li =

[
Fi(X0

rel)

Gi(X0
rel)

]
(26)

Here, Li is a constant vector, calculated using the equation with the relative fiducial parameters. Ai is
the coefficient matrix of the error equation. X is the corrected value of the relative fiducial parameter.
Pi is the weight matrix of observations and is set as the unit matrix. i is the index of the GCPs.

According to the error equation, when there are at least two non-collinear GCPs, the relative
fiducial parameters can be calculated. To ensure the reliability of the calibration, with the high-precision
digital orthophoto maps (DOM) and digital surface model (DSM), many uniformly-distributed and
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high-accuracy GCPs are automatically selected using a high-precision dense matching method to
calculate the relative fiducial parameters.

With the proposed calibration model and the least squares adjustment principle, the iterative
solution process for relative fiducial parameter calibration can be implemented.

The calculation of normal equation coefficient matrix is as follows:

AT PA =
K

∑
i=1

AT
i Pi Ai (27)

AT PL =
K

∑
i=1

AT
i PiLi (28)

The calculation of corrected value of the relative fiducial parameter with the least squares
adjustment principle is as follows:

X = inv(AT PA)(AT PL) (29)

The update of the relative fiducial parameter is represented by:

X j+1
rel = X j

rel + X (30)

Here, j is the index of iteration.
The iterative calculation continues until the corrected value of the relative fiducial parameter is

less than the setting threshold.

2.3. Installation Parameters Calibration of Unconventional Star Sensors

According to the relative fiducial parameters, the installation parameters of the optical axis of star
sensor A in the fiducial coordinate system can be calibrated, using the following equations:

zA
f = R f

ADS_ABzA
body (31)

In the above, zA
f is the installation parameter of the optical axis of star sensor A in the fiducial coordinate

system. zA
body is the on-ground installation parameter of the optical axis of star sensor A in the body

coordinate system.
Based on the calibration results of the installation parameters of the optical axes of star sensors

A and B, three orthogonal fiducial vectors are established. The expression of the fiducial vectors in
the fiducial coordinate system f11, f22, f33 can be calculated as shown in Equation (32). The expression
of the fiducial vectors in the J2000 coordinate system F11, F22, F33 can be calculated as shown in
Equation (33):

f11 = zA
f , f22 =

zA
f × zB

f

|zA
f × zB

f |
, f33 = f11 × f22. (32)

F11 = zA
J2000, F22 =

zA
J2000 × zB

J2000

|zA
J2000 × zB

J2000|
, F33 = F11 × F22. (33)

In that regard, zA
J2000 is the optical axis of star sensor A in the J2000 coordinate system.

As the optical axis of star sensor A has been calibrated, the virtual body coordinate system
determined by f11, f22, f33 is coincident with the fiducial coordinate system. According to the statistical
characteristics of the angle between the horizontal axes of star sensor A and the fiducial vectors in
the J2000 coordination system, the installation parameters of the horizontal axes of star sensor A
can be calibrated.
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2.4. Calibration Accuracy Evaluation Index

Three indexes are adopted for evaluating the calibration accuracy of the proposed method.
They are the relative installation error, attitude determination consistency, and geometric
accuracy improvement.

In the approach for installation parameter calibration, the original satellite body coordinate
system is replaced by the fiducial coordinate system. The absolute installation parameters in the
fiducial coordinate system are different from those in the original satellite body coordinate system.
However, the relative installation relationship between star sensors is constant in any coordinate
system. Therefore, the relative installation error is applied here to evaluate the calibration accuracy. In
this study, star sensor B is used as the fiducial star sensor. Thus, the relative installation parameter
from star sensor A to star sensor B and the relative installation parameter from star sensor C to star
sensor B are adopted here to verify the accuracy of calibration. The relative installation error from star
sensor C to star sensor B can be expressed by the following equation:

RB
C(pitch0, roll0, yaw0) = inv(Rbody

B )Rbody
C (34)

RB f
C f (pitch1, roll1, yaw1) = inv(R f

B)R f
C (35)

4rel = [pitch0 − pitch1, roll0 − roll1, yaw0 − yaw1] (36)

In the above, Rbody
B , Rbody

C are the true on-orbit installation parameters of star sensor B and star sensor
C in the original satellite body coordinate system, respectively. RB

C is the true value of the relative
installation matrix. pitch0, roll0, yaw0 are the true values of the relative installation parameters. In the
fiducial coordinate system in this study, R f

B, R f
C, RB f

C f are the calibrated installation parameters of star
sensor B, calibrated installation parameters of star sensor C, and the calibrated relative installation
matrix, respectively. pitch1, roll1, yaw1 are the calibration values of the relative installation parameters
in the fiducial coordinate system. The relative installation error4rel between the calibrated relative
installation parameters and the true value is adopted to evaluate the calibration accuracy.

When the installation parameters of the star sensor are well-calibrated, the results from the
attitude determinations by the different star sensor combination modes are consistent. Therefore, the
attitude determination consistency of the different star sensor combination modes is applied here to
evaluate the calibration accuracy. The results of the attitude determinations with star sensors B and C
are adopted here as the reference results for testing the attitude determination consistency with other
attitude determination modes:

4d1 = [pitchJ2000
BC − pitchJ2000

AB , roll J2000
BC − roll J2000

AB , yawJ2000
BC − yawJ2000

AB ] (37)

4d2 = [pitchJ2000
BC − pitchJ2000

AC , roll J2000
BC − roll J2000

AC , yawJ2000
BC − yawJ2000

AC ] (38)

Here, pitchJ2000
BC , roll J2000

BC , yawJ2000
BC are the attitude parameters determined by star sensors B and

C. pitchJ2000
AB , roll J2000

AB , yawJ2000
AB are the attitude parameters determined by star sensors A and B.

pitchJ2000
AC , roll J2000

AC , yawJ2000
AC are the attitude parameters determined by star sensors A and C.4d1,4d2

are indexes for the attitude determination consistency.
For an on-orbit remote sensing satellite working with only two star sensors, it is impossible

to obtain the true value of the installation parameter in the satellite body coordinate system and
the measurement data of the three star sensors simultaneously. The improvement in the geometric
accuracy of the remote sensing images measured using the unconventional combined modes before
and after calibration indicates the effect of the installation parameter calibration for the star sensor.
Thus, the geometric accuracy improvement is also adopted to verify the accuracy and reliability of the
proposed method for installation parameter calibration.
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3. Experimental Results

3.1. Study Area and Data Source

To verify the accuracy and reliability of the proposed approach for installation parameter
calibration of a multiple star sensors system, simulation data were utilized in the experiment. The
simulation data included a simulation of the measurement data of the star sensor and a simulation
of the high-resolution optical remote sensing image. In the measurement data simulation, the
measurement accuracy of the optical axis of the three star sensors was 3”(3σ). The measurement
accuracy of the horizontal axis of the three star sensors was 15”(3σ). The frequency was set to 4 Hz,
and the number of data was 61. The difference between the on-orbit installation parameters and the
on-ground parameters measurements is 100”. Detailed information regarding the on-ground and
on-orbit installation parameters of the star sensors is listed in Table 1. Based on the simulation attitude
of the satellite in the J2000 coordinate system and the on-orbit installation parameters, the true attitude
data of the star sensors was calculated via a matrix operation. The measurement data of the star
sensors was calculated by adding the measurement error of the axis to the true attitude. Star sensors B
and C were adopted as the conventional star sensors, and star sensor A was seen as the unconventional
star sensor. The on-ground installation parameters were used as the initial parameters for calibration.

Table 1. Simulation parameters of the star sensor.

Sensor Installation Parameters Performance ParametersYaw Roll Pitch

star sensor A
on-ground/◦ −45.3580 55.0855 0.2584 optical axis error:

on-orbit/◦ −45.3093 55.0578 0.2462 3”(3σ)
error/” −100 100 100 horizontal axis error:

star sensor B
on-ground/◦ 50.4484 49.9373 −0.4550 15”(3σ)

on-orbit/◦ 50.4919 49.9649 −0.5161
error/” −100 −100 −100 frequency:

star sensor C
on-ground/◦ 81.7158 49.9935 0.2054 4 Hz

on-orbit/◦ 81.6728 49.9656 0.2662 number of data:
error/” 100 100 100 61

Table 2 lists detailed information regarding the parameters of the image simulation. The satellite
orbit altitude was 500 km, and the resolution of the high-resolution optical remote sensing image was
set as 0.5 m. A DOM with resolution of 0.1 m and a DSM with resolution of 5 m covering the Lujiang
area in China were used as reference data for the image simulation, respectively, as shown in Figure 5.
With the orbit data, attitude data, camera parameters, and reference data, the high-resolution optical
remote sensing image could be simulated by the rigorous geometric positioning model, for application
to the relative fiducial parameter calibration.

Table 2. Simulation parameters of high-resolution optical remote sensing images.

Orbit Attitude Time Image Reference Data

altitude: 500 km
inclination: 97.36◦

type: SunSync

roll angle: 0
pitch angle: 0

2019-10-31
04:28:13.00

resolution: 0.5 m
size: 2000*6144

area: Lujiang
terrian: plain
resolution:
DOM: 0.1 m
DSM: 5 m
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. The reference data for image simulation: (a) DOM and (b) DSM.

3.2. Calibration for Multiple Star Sensors System

With regard to the installation parameters calibration for the conventional star sensors, the angles
of the coordinate axes between star sensor B and star sensor C are shown in Figure 6, and the errors of
these angles (to the true values) are listed in Table 3. For the measurement data in the J2000 system, the
x-axis angle of star sensor B and C is from 148.218◦ to 148.223◦, as shown in Figure 6a. The y-axis angle
is from 76.570◦ to 76.573◦, as shown in Figure 6b. The z-axis angle is from 94.721◦ to 94.722◦, as shown
in Figure 6c. As the measurement accuracy of the horizontal axis is lower than that of the optical axis,
the distribution range of the x-axis angle and y-axis angle of star sensors B and C is larger than that of
the z-axis angle, further influencing the differences in calibration accuracy among the three axes. As
listed in Table 3, the errors of the x-axis angle, y-axis angle, and z-axis angle are −1.524”, −0.669”, and
−0.159”, respectively. The calibration accuracy of the optical axis is higher than that of the horizontal
axis. This is because the calibration accuracy of the z-axis is only influenced by the measurement
accuracy of the optical axis, whereas the calibration accuracies of the x-axis and y-axis are subjected to
the measurement accuracies of both the optical axis and horizontal axis in the proposed method.

The relative installation error between star sensors B and C is calculated as listed in Table 4. Before
calibration, the relative installation errors of the yaw, roll, and pitch angles are 230.676”, 20.950”, and
208.190”, respectively. After calibration, the relative installation errors are a yaw of −1.349”, roll of
0.370”, and pitch of 0.558”. As restricted by the measurement noise of the star sensor, there is a certain
deviation of the statistical angle with the fiducial vectors between the measurement data and the true
value, which influences the calibration accuracy. The relative installation error of the yaw angle is
larger than that of the roll or pitch angles. According to the relationship between the rotation angle
and coordinate axis, the yaw angle of a relative installation parameter is only related to the calibration
accuracy of the horizontal axis, whereas the roll and pitch angles of a relative installation parameter
are related to the calibration accuracy of both the horizontal and optical axes. The calibration accuracy
of the optical axis is not affected by the measurement accuracy of the horizontal axis and is higher than
the calibration accuracy of the horizontal axis.

Using the calibration model and GCPs, the relative fiducial parameters from the virtual body
coordinate system formed by star sensors A and B to the fiducial coordinate system can be calculated,
as listed in Table 5. The true value of a relative installation parameter is calculated by a matrix
operation with the true value of the on-orbit installation parameters. The calibration accuracy of the
relative fiducial parameters includes the errors in the yaw, roll, and pitch angles of the relative fiducial
parameters, which are −0.012”, −0.010”, and −0.054”, respectively. As the attitude determination
is only related to the optical axis, the calibration accuracy of the relative fiducial parameters is not
influenced by the measurement accuracy of the horizontal axis, which is restricted by the measurement
accuracy of the optical axis, geometric accuracy of the reference image, and matching accuracy.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 6. The angle of coordinate axis of two star sensors. (a) x-axis angle between star sensors B
and C, (b) y-axis angle between star sensors B and C, (c) z-axis angle between star sensors B and C,
(d) x-axis angle between star sensors A and B, (e) y-axis angle between star sensors A and B, (f) z-axis
angle between star sensors A and B.

Table 3. The angle of coordinate axes between star sensors.

Sensor x-axis y-axis z-axis

star sensors B and C
true value/◦ 148.220061 76.571733 94.721485

after calibration/◦ 148.220484 76.571919 94.721529
error/” −1.524209 −0.668586 −0.158861

star sensors A and B
true value/◦ 95.204955 53.815504 71.603322

after calibration/◦ 95.205419 53.816038 71.603335
error/” −1.671153 −1.922129 −0.047498
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Table 4. The relative installation error from star sensor C to star sensor B.

Yaw Roll Pitch

relative installation parameter
true value/◦ 55.764228 −65.620643 78.497469

before calibration/◦ 55.700151 −65.626462 78.439639
after calibration/◦ 55.764603 −65.620746 78.497314

relative installation error
before calibration/” 230.676385 20.950286 208.190082
after calibration/” −1.349349 0.370462 0.557770

Table 5. The calibration accuracy of the relative fiducial parameters.

Mode Yaw Roll Pitch

R f
ADS_AB

true value/” −31.555022 92.089887 −193.644899
after calibration/” −31.542730 92.099739 −193.590845

error/” −0.012292 −0.009852 −0.054054

R f
ADS_AC

true value/” −191.113562 253.632527 −32.170040
after calibration/” −191.013501 253.563338 −32.194681

error/” −0.100061 0.069188 0.024641

For the unconventional combined mode with star sensors A and C, the calibration of the relative
fiducial parameters is tested for comparison with the different combined modes. The errors in the yaw,
roll, and pitch angles of the relative fiducial parameters are −0.100”, 0.069”, and 0.025”, respectively,
i.e., similar to the calibration accuracy of the star sensors A and B combined mode. In the proposed
method, the installation parameter of the optical axis of star sensor B is the on-ground parameter, and
there is no need for the extra calibration. The installation parameter of the optical axis of star sensor C
is calibrated. The approximate calibration accuracies of the different unconventional combined modes
demonstrate that the optical axis of star sensor C is calibrated well using the proposed method.

Based on the installation parameter calibration of star sensor A, the angles of the coordinate axes
between star sensor A and star sensor B are shown in Figure 6, and the errors of these angles to the
true values are listed in Table 3. As the measurement accuracy of the horizontal axis is lower than that
of the optical axis, the distribution range of the angles between the horizontal axes of star sensors A
and B in Figure 6d,e is larger than that of the optical axis in Figure 6f. As listed in Table 3, the errors of
the angles of the x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis are −1.671”, −1.922”, and −0.047”, respectively, similar to
the characteristics of the angle of star sensors B and C. The calibration accuracy of the optical axis of
star sensor A is only related to the calibration accuracy of the relative installation parameter, which is
influenced by the measurement accuracy of the optical axis. The calibration accuracy of the x-axis or
y-axis is subjected to the measurement accuracy of the optical axis and the horizontal axis under the
proposed approach.

Table 6 lists the relative installation errors of star sensors A and B. Before calibration, the relative
installation errors of the yaw, roll, and pitch angle were 167.027”, 272.050”, and 139.558”, respectively.
After calibration, the relative installation errors of the yaw, roll, and pitch angles were −2.208”, 0.698”,
and −0.145”, respectively, which is similar to the results from conventional star sensor calibration.
The yaw angle of the relative installation error reflects the calibration accuracy of the horizontal axis,
whereas the roll and pitch angles of the relative installation error reflect the calibration accuracy of the
horizontal axis and optical axis. The installation parameter of optical axis of an unconventional star
sensor is not influenced by the lower measurement accuracy of the horizontal axis.
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Table 6. The relative installation error from star sensor A to star sensor B.

Yaw Roll Pitch

relative installation parameter
true value/◦ 44.240652 −34.504197 −67.482655

before calibration/◦ 44.194256 −34.579766 −67.521421
after calibration/◦ 44.241266 −34.504391 −67.482615

relative installation error
before calibration/” 167.027991 272.049875 139.557781
after calibration/” −2.208169 0.698431 −0.145322

3.3. Attitude Determination Consistency

The results of the attitude determination consistencies for the different combined modes are listed
in Table 7. The minimum error (MIN), maximum error (MAX), mean error (MEAN), and root mean
squared error (RMS) of the Euler angles are calculated to evaluate the attitude determination accuracy.

Table 7. The attitude determination consistency for different star sensor combined modes.

Mode Yaw Roll Pitch

MIN −65.318630 −76.730536 −188.271681
before MAX −60.153857 −72.858703 −182.180972

calibration/” MEAN −62.768906 −74.766100 −185.458546
star sensors RMS 62.782415 74.772497 185.463463

A and B MIN −2.004662 −1.370637 −2.391289
after MAX 2.902142 1.056399 2.597409

calibration/” MEAN 0.114170 −0.032852 0.052211
RMS 1.185343 0.551400 1.066050
MIN −123.890519 −299.745817 −18.726348

before MAX −114.892068 −289.072572 −15.697676
calibration/” MEAN −118.759084 −294.762877 −16.900464

star sensors RMS 118.779821 294.772185 16.913546
A and C MIN −2.537146 −5.071411 −1.639098

after MAX 2.110301 5.913298 1.142595
calibration/” MEAN 0.083048 0.075406 −0.005480

RMS 1.115121 2.281209 0.608005

Before calibration, for the unconventional combined mode with star sensors A and B, the yaw
MEAN, roll MEAN, and pitch MEAN were −62.769”, −74.766”, and −185.459”, respectively. The
yaw RMS, roll RMS, and pitch RMS were 62.782”, 74.772”, and 185.463”, respectively. For the
unconventional combined mode with star sensors A and C, the yaw MEAN, roll MEAN, and pitch
MEAN were −118.759”, −294.763”, and −16.900”, respectively. The yaw RMS, roll RMS, and pitch
RMS were 118.780”, 294.772”, and 16.914”, respectively. Using the proposed approach for on-orbit
calibration, the yaw MEAN, roll MEAN, and pitch MEAN of the attitude determination consistency
with star sensors A and B were 0.114”, −0.033”, and 0.052”, respectively. The yaw MEAN, roll MEAN,
and pitch MEAN of the attitude determination consistency with star sensor A and C were 0.083”, 0.075”,
and −0.005”, respectively. The MEAN of the unconventional combined modes to the conventional
combined mode is close to 0. This demonstrates that systematic error is eliminated by the proposed
method. The yaw RMS, roll RMS, and pitch RMS of the attitude determination consistency with star
sensors A and B were 1.185”, 0.551”, and 1.066”, respectively. The attitude determination consistency
with star sensors A and C is also close to 1”, with a yaw RMS of 1.115”, roll RMS of 2.281”, and pitch
RMS of 0.608”, which approximately reflects the measurement accuracy of the optical axis (1”, 1σ). The
attitude determination consistency of the different combined modes is influenced by the measurement
noise and does not include the system error, illustrating that the installation parameters of the three
star sensors are calibrated well by the proposed method.
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3.4. Geometric Accuracy Improvement

The geometric accuracy improvements for a remote sensing image from the different combined
modes are listed in Table 8. For conventional combined mode with star sensors B and C, the plane
accuracy was 0.043 pixels before calibration, which was used as the attitude data for image simulation.
After calibration, the plane accuracy was 0.148 pixels. Based on the principles of the TRIAD algorithm,
the attitude result with the on-ground installation parameter is similar to that as determined by the
calibration installation parameter, causing the similar geometric accuracy of the remote sensing images,
and demonstrating that the optical axis of star sensor C is calibrated well. From the installation
calibration of star sensor A, the geometric accuracy of the remote sensing image as simulated by the
unconventional combined mode with star sensors A and B improved from 439.317 pixels to 1.890
pixels. The geometric accuracy simulated by the unconventional combined mode with star sensors A
and C improved from 318.263 pixels to 3.082 pixels. The geometric accuracy of the unconventional
combined modes evidently improved, demonstrating the unified calibration of the installation error
of star sensor A in the fiducial coordinate system. The difference in geometric accuracy between the
conventional star sensor mode and the unconventional star sensor mode is approximately 3 pixels,
and is caused by the measurement noise of the optical axis.

Table 8. The geometric accuracy improvement for different star sensor combined modes.

Mode Before Calibration (pixels) After Calibration (pixels)
x y xy x y xy

star sensors B and C 0.032 0.028 0.043 −0.145 0.028 0.148
star sensors A and B −149.141 413.227 439.317 1.657 0.910 1.890
star sensors A and C −317.790 −17.347 318.263 2.665 1.548 3.082

3.5. Experiment with On-Orbit Satellite

For an on-orbit satellite that works with only two star sensors simultaneously, three panchromatic
images are used as test images for evaluating the geometric accuracy improvement before and after
installation calibration. Table 9 lists the geometric accuracy before and after installation calibration
with different star sensor combinations, as tested using the reference DOM and digital elevation model
(DEM). The reference DOM was obtained from aerial images and WorldView3 satellite images. The
second version of the ASTER global digital elevation model (GDEM2) was used as the reference DEM,
with an average vertical accuracy of −0.20 m, and an accuracy of 17 m at the 95% confidence level [27].

Table 9. The geometric accuracy improvement with different star sensor combined modes for
on-orbit satellites.

Mode Terrian Before Calibration (pixels) After Calibration (pixels)
x y xy x y xy

star sensors B and C mountain 4.026 −14.664 15.207 4.072 −14.597 15.156
star sensors A and B plain 48.817 −86.385 99.223 3.835 7.651 8.558
star sensors A and C mountain 350.708 −124.669 372.207 −2.996 −14.464 14.771

For the conventional combined mode with star sensors B and C, the plane error was 15.207
pixels before calibration. Using the proposed method, the plane error was 15.156 pixels, which is
similar to the geometric accuracy before calibration. In that regard, the construction of the fiducial
coordinate system in the proposed approach is based on the on-ground installation parameters of star
sensors B and C. Thus, zB

body, zC
body, and zC

f are coplanar in the fiducial coordinate system. Based on the
principle of the TRIAD algorithm, the results of the attitude determination before and after calibration
express the orientation of the fiducial coordinate system in the J2000 system, causing the constant
geometric accuracy.
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Before calibrating the installation parameters of star sensor A, for the unconventional combined
modes, the cross-track errors with star sensors A and B mode and star sensors A and C mode were
48.817 pixels and 350.708 pixels, respectively. The along-track errors were −86.385 pixels and −124.669
pixels, respectively. Affected by the installation errors of star sensor A, the geometric accuracies
of three panchromatic images are inconsistent. After calibrating the installation parameters of star
sensor A, the geometric errors with star sensor A and B mode and star sensor A and C mode were
8.558 pixels and 14.771 pixels, respectively. The geometric accuracy of the unconventional combined
modes significantly improved. Therefore, the installation parameter of the unconventional star sensor
A was calibrated well by the proposed method. According to the experimental results of the real
data of on-orbit satellite, it demonstrates that the proposed approach makes the results of attitude
determinations from different star sensor combination modes consistent and improves the geometric
accuracy of the remote sensing images.

4. Discussion

4.1. Calibration with the Numbers of Measurement Data

By analyzing the experimental results, it can be seen that the measurement accuracy of the star
sensor is an important factor influencing the calibration accuracy. When the measurement accuracy is
constant, the calibration accuracy can be influenced by the number of measurement data, according to
the propagation mechanisms of random error. The relative installation errors between star sensors B
and C under different numbers are shown in Figure 7. The number of measurement data are from 40
to 1200, with a space of 20. When the number of data are less than 100, the relative installation error
between star sensors B and C is approximately 1”, which is close to the measurement accuracy of the
optical axis. When the number is between 100 and 500, the relative installation error decreases evidently.
When the number is larger than 800, the relative installation error is lower than 0.3”, and remains
steady. Therefore, with an increase in the number of data, the random error of the measurement
accuracy decreases, and the calibration accuracy increases. The calibration accuracy can be improved
by utilizing the measurement data of star sensors in different time periods as redundant observations
to increase the number of measurement data. Moreover, in the proposed approach, the measurement
data do not need to be continuous over the long term. For the on-orbit satellite, affected by variation of
the spatial thermal environment, there is a thermal deformation in the installation of star sensor, which
causes the fluctuation of installation parameter in one orbit period. Therefore, to ensure the accuracy
and reliability of installation parameter calibration of a multiple star sensors system, the measurement
data should be acquired in one orbit period or cover areas with different latitudes.

Figure 7. The relative installation error with different numbers of measurement data.
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4.2. Calibration with Large Installation Errors

To analyze the accuracy and reliability of the proposed method under different installation angle
errors, some simulated data were tested with installation angle errors from 10” to 300”, with a space of
10”, and the relative installation errors between star sensors B and C are shown in Figure 8. The time of
the experimental data is 10 s, and the frequency is 4 Hz. With the increase of the installation angle error,
the calibration error remains steady, and distributes between −1” to 1”. The relative installation errors
with the installation angle error of 300” are close to those with the installation angle error of 10”, which
approximates the measurement accuracy of the optical axis. This demonstrates that the proposed
method can be used to calibrate the installation parameters of star sensors with any installation angle
error, and that the calibration accuracy of the proposed method is only related to the measurement
accuracy of the optical axis, and not the value of the installation angle error.

Figure 8. The relative installation errors under different installation angle errors.

5. Conclusions

For a star sensor, owing to the vibrations and thermal shocks that arise during launch and
the orbit penetration process, there are errors between the on-orbit installation parameters and
on-ground measurement parameters, causing inconsistencies in attitude determinations from different
combination modes, and seriously affecting the geometric accuracy of high-resolution optical remote
sensing images. This study is dedicated to solving the on-orbit calibration of installation parameters of
a multiple star sensors system, which is based on the statistical characteristics of the angles and GCPs.
With the statistical characteristics of the angle in the J2000 celestial coordinate system, the installation
parameters of the conventional star sensors are calibrated in the fiducial coordinate system. Then,
the relative fiducial matrix is modeled to achieve the transformation from virtual body coordinate
system to the fiducial coordinate system and is calculated using the GCPs. The installation parameters
of the unconventional star sensor are calibrated using the relative fiducial matrix and the statistical
characteristics of the angle with the fiducial vector.

The proposed method is tested with simulated data and on-orbit measurement data. The results
demonstrate that the proposed method can calibrate the optical axis of a star sensor without the
measurement noise of the horizontal axis. With the increase of the number of measurement data, the
calibration accuracy is gradually improved. A star sensor with a large installation angle error can be
well-calibrated by the proposed approach. The results of attitude determinations from different star
sensor combination modes are consistent, and the geometric accuracy of the remote sensing images is
significantly improved.
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